PRESS RELEASE
Luxembourg, 2 October 2017

Mario Mantrisi new General Manager at LuxFLAG
The Luxembourg Finance Labelling Agency (LuxFLAG) is pleased to announce that Mr. Mario
Mantrisi will become General Manager as of 1st January 2018. He will be taking over from Ms.
Annemarie Arens, who has elected to pursue other personal interests.
Entering its second decade in existence, LuxFLAG has become an industry reference for
labelling Responsible Investment financial products. Currently LuxFLAG operates five labels,
with 78 labelled investment products worth 31 billion EUR.
Mr. Thomas Seale, Chairman of LuxFLAG's Board of Directors, says: "We are grateful for
Annemarie's leadership of our agency over the past three years. We are delighted at the
recruitment of Mario, following his successful career at Kneip and Inreg. He will continue to
execute our LuxFLAG strategy which has been successful over the years. Annemarie will work
with Mario to ensure a smooth handover."
"I have a high respect for LuxFLAG and I am eager to build on the good work accomplished to
date to develop further the agency" commented Mr. Mantrisi.
"It has been an honor and a privilege to have led LuxFLAG. I wish Mario and the whole team
great success in the future" indicated Ms. Arens.

Mario Mantrisi is known in the fund industry for his in-depth
knowledge of the asset management value chain. He has held
positions as AVP and Head of Custody Operations at
respected Luxembourg banks and as Chief Strategy and
Research Officer and Executive Board Member at Kneip. Most
recently he co-founded Inreg. He is also an active member in
a number of European Fund Associations including ALFI.
Mario is a regular speaker at industry conferences and events
as well as an experienced teacher. Mario is married with two
children.
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About LuxFLAG:
LuxFLAG, the Luxembourg Finance Labelling Agency, is an independent and international, nonprofit association created in Luxembourg in July 2006 by seven founding partners, the
Luxembourg Government, ALFI, ABBL, ADA, the European Investment Bank, Luxembourg for
Finance and the Luxembourg Stock Exchange who are the Charter members. LuxFLAG aims to
promote the raising of capital for the Responsible Investment sector by awarding a
recognisable label to eligible investment vehicles in Microfinance, Environment, ESG
(Environment, Social, Governance), Climate Finance and Green bonds. The objective is to
reassure investors that the labelled investment vehicles invest in a responsible manner.

For more information, please contact

Thomas Seale
Chairman
12, Rue Erasme I L-1468 Luxembourg
Tel: +352 691 885 888
tseale@pt.lu
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